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The arch'I competition for Govt Offices in Perth required 2 stages to be designed, the first stage to be an office bldg planned 
in considerable detail and the second stage to show proposed development of the total site up to the year 2000 AD. The 
photos above show perspectives of both stages as submitted by the 3 prize winning entries. Firs+ Prize — £5,000: G W Finn, 

P C Maidment & E H Van Mens, of the PWD, Perth. Second Prize — £3,000: Leslie Perrott & Partners, Melbourne. Third Prize 
— £2,000: Howlett & Bailey, Perth (formerly of Melb & winners of the Perth Town Hall competition). 
On face value the standard of the winners is not very high, the presentation weak, and the proposed long-range site develop-
ments of all three are monotonous, dull and utterly forbidding in scale. Of the individual bldgs: the first prize winner has 
inverted T-shaped sun shields, a pretty good competition-winning gimmick apparently, for a similar system of sun shields, 
T-shaped the right way up covers the Perth Town Hall — see C-S No 109, Nov '61. The second prize winner is better drawn 
and looks a better bldg, though no doubt planning, construction & economic considerations may have been in favour of the 
first design. The third prize winner has tried hard to achieve a sculptural quality, especially on the ends of each slab building, 
an effect that would have been worth the effort had it been more thoroughly worked out. The office windows appear to be 
unprotected from the sun. Until the complete set of dwgs submitted by the winners have been studied it is perhaps unfair to 
be too unenthusiastic. Assessors for the compeiition were Mr A E Clare (former principal arch't of the PWD); Mr. Mervyn 
Parry president of the WA chapter of the RAIA; and Melbourne arch+ Mr W O McCutcheon (none of Mr McCutcheon's present 
employees were allowed to enter the competition). 
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These 6 office buildings, all recently completed in Melb, 
don't look so bad when observed singly, but try imagining 
them as a group all on the same block and the prospect 
is pretty depressing. If these buildings were side-by-side, 
how differently would they have been designed? As they 
stand now none show any obvious concern with their 
neighbours. Is it necessary that they should, when the 
neighbouring buildings are of completely different scale and 
size, and are probably ripe for demolition and redevelopment 
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as multi-storey blocks themselves? Take them singly, and 
each one of these new office buildings can be demonstrated 
to have a rational choice of structure and facing materials 
and to be a sensible solution to the client's programme. 
Explanations however, are not excuses. Take them as a 
group representative of architectural though+ in the early 
nineteen sixties and the mind boggles at the real lack of 
imagination that is demonstrated. These buildings are not 
united by a vernacular style and yet they are not individually 
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unique or unusual. They suggest that designers are retreating 
from architecture and tending towards mere pattern-making, 
from vitality of concept to manipulation of cladding effects. 
Perhaps there are no longer any convictions to be 
courageous about. 
I. Federation House, Flinders Street. A difficult design 
problem: the addition of 6 floors to an existing bldg. Ex'g 
window pattern maintained with new facade facing of glass 
mosaic tiles in two bands of colour causing a nice visual 
confusion, almost a trompe l'oeil, in which an essentially 

hole-in-wall window pattern gets its arrangement of solid and 
void suppressed by a quasi-structural emphasis of spandrel 
and mullion-column. Neither idea dominates, the rhythms 
conflict and scale is lost. Facades shown in the photo are 
oriented south and west. Air conditioning system: central 
chilled water plant with high velocity system to new floors 
and fan coil units to existing floors. Bridge, Hayden & 
Associates, archts; J L & E M Daly, cons engrs; McBain 
& Quinn, q surveyors; McDougall-Ireland Pty Ltd, bldrs. 

2. Wellesley House-Hillman Investments Pty Ltd, Welling-
ton Parade. Designed as an investment, for maximum 
rentable office space, with car park on the first floor 
accessible from the rear of the site. Large windows face 
south to a view across parkland towards the MCG. 
Cladding to this facade is terra-cotta faience and here too, 
any possibility of achieving a sensitively proportioned 
pattern of solid and void or a firm expression of panel and 
frame has been skilfully negated by absurdly emphasising 
the crossing of spandrel and column facing with a two-tone 
plaque. Robert Marsh, Bennie and Barry, archts & engrs; 
F T Jeffrey Pty Ltd, bldrs. 

3. Owen Dixon Chambers, William Street. An interesting 
case history — new accommodation was required for Melb's 
legal fraternity and 20 months were available in which to 
purchase the site, arrange finance, prepare dwgs, call tenders 
and erect a bldg to cost approx £560 per square. To the 
passer-by looking at the result it is clear that this is not a 
fancy bldg (except for a bit of natural stone wall nonsense 
around the entrance), nor an ostentatious bldg, nor a 
particularly characterful bldg. The facade facing east is a 
rather routine manganese brick panel, mosaic tile-clad 
column affair, detailed with skill but lacking the dignity that 
the legal profession usually chooses to assume. Forthright-
ness of this kind cannot be condemned but it's hard to be 
excited about it. Heating is by radiant heating pipes 
embedded in the floor and aluminium grilles in the brick 
spandrels are fitted so that individual room air conditioners 
may be added without protruding through the wall. R S 
Demaine, Russel, Trundle, Armstrong & Orton, archts; 
Crooks, Michell & Peacock, cons structural, mech & elec 
engrs; Costain, Hansen & Yuncken, bldrs. Cos+ £750,000. 

4. Southern Cross Assurance Co, Market St. Facing west, 
the street facade is protected with a suspended screen of 
heat resistant glass, on a careful and clever arrangement of 
mullions. Unfortunately the wall behind reads too strongly 
and the grace that the screen may have had is further 
compromised by a piece of a starry-eyed symbolism that 
may be appropriate but is just too corny. Heating is by 
floor coils. H Garnet Alsop, archt; Milton Johnson & Assoc, 
sir engrs; E A Watts Pty Ltd, bldrs. 

5. Guardian Assurance Co, Collins & William Streets. This 
is prestige-type architecture, conservative, dignified, sober, 
and rather stuffy. Handsomely proportioned windows sit in 
a natural stone facade. Not great architecture, but un-
mistakably the work of designers who are sure of themselves 
and sure of their control of formal problems of visual design, 
even when they are not advancing any new ideas. Street 
elevations face south and west. (The perspective for the 
Guardian Assurance bldg in Adelaide, C-S No I I I, Jan I, 
1962, shows a very similar treatment to the Melb office). 
Air conditioning: high velocity perimeter induction system 
with individual controls below window sills. Double glazed 
windows with heat resistant glass in the outer panes. Bates, 
Smart & McCutcheon, archts & engrs; W E Bassett & 
Partners, mech engrs; J C Taylor & Sons, bldrs. Cost: 
approx £500,000. 

6. South British Insurance Co, Bourke & Queen Streets. In 
the +rend from slick glass curtain wall cladding to more 
heavily modelled facades there will come a stage in which 
development becomes decadence. This bldg may bring about 
the fall, not because it is itself decadent, but because there 
are few arch'I firms that can attempt this sort of surface 
enrichment and get away with it. South British succeeds by 
tasteful choice of colour & texture and by the consistent 
articulation of the different elements of the facade as 
separate entities. The cruciform white artificial stone panels 
(each I I feet high & weighing half a +on) are delineated 
floor-by-floor by a continuous band of black vitreous tiles, 
and a small gap between adjacent units prevents the facade 
from tending to assume a monolithic character. The Skid-
more Owings & Merrill design for a bldg in Brussels has a 

comparable system of articulated panels, but in the SOM 
design these panels were also the structural system — and 
this is where the danger lies, that in using a motif that began 
as a structural concept as a device for getting "expression" 
into wall cladding, caprice and whimsicality may oust 
common sense and sound design. The ground floor of South 
British is devoted to a luxurious lift lobby and some very 
good planting and landscaping. Air conditioning: low 
velocity to central zone, individually controlled high veocity 
induction units around the perimeter. Bates, Smart & 
McCutcheon, archts & engrs; Costain, Hansen & Yuncken, 
bldrs. Cost £370,000. 
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This is the AMP building (Sydney), Australia's tallest. Plenty 
has already been said about its size, its construction, 
materials, finishes, equipment, all its "first-user-of" this, its 
"new and unusual" that and so on and so forth. And it IS 
a considerable achievement just to have hurled so much 
material so far above the ground in a reasonable time. Full 
credit must go to the architects for the extent of their 
research, the efficiency of +heir organisation and their 
determined effort to produce a bldg which functions 
effectively. One of the archts, writing in the Sydney Morning 
Herald, has said of the bldg's shape that "the curve at the 
north and south facades was a rationalisation of the V shapes 
which developed from splitting both ends". Rationalisation, 
yes. But let's face it, the rationalised result is just big, 
drab, and lifeless. Peddle, Thorp & Walker, archts; Rankine 
& Hill, str engrs; Concrete Constructions Pty Ltd, bldrs. 

IT Five students have recently completed the 4 year 
Bachelor of Building course at the U of Melb. All students 
do a common first year and the decision to proceed towards 
architecture, building or town planning degrees is made 
before entering the separate second years of the 3 courses. 
Of the first group to graduate in Building, two are con-
tinuing for a further two years in the arch course to obtain 
a B.Arch degree. 
I) Hillside, a £41 mill. construction development by Ellerslie 
Pty Ltd at Matraville, Sydney, will include 600 flats, a 
hotel-motel, medical and dental centre, indoor bowling 
alleys, a service station and a joyous vertical feature of 3 
illuminated boomerangs set on an 80 foot high tower. 
Replicas of local rock carvings and bark paintings will be 
pressed into cont wall slabs and timbered veneer panels. 
According to the archt, Mr Bruce D Brown, "the motifs and 
the general theme will be a reminder that a remarkable race 
of people once lived in the neighbourhood." A very 
remarkable race indeed, posterity may judge it. 
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DUNLOP DATA 	T No. 3 

DUNLO LOORING SERVICE 

TWO TYPES. 1. Vinyl resin, asbestos, and pigments, moulded under 
high pressure to pre-form coved skirtings. 2. Extruded Vinyl plastic. 
APPLICATIONS: Used in conjunction with Dunlop Vinyl Tiles, 
Rubber or Linoleum in all areas where ease of cleaning, maintenance 
and resistance to damage is of prime importance. 
SIZES: 1. All moulded types in 3 ft. lengths. 4" high "sit-on" type 
(laid over flooring as illustrated). 4" and 6" high "butt" type (toe of 
cove has square edge against which floor tiles are butt-jointed). 2. 
Extruded type, 12 ft. lengths, 4" high, "sit-on" type. 
COLOURS: 1. Moulded. All plain and marbled colours in standard 
Dunlop Vinyl Asbestos Floor tile range. 2. Extruded. Standard, black. 
Other plain colours to order. 
BACKING: Backing (wall) may be smooth plaster, cement-render, 
hardboard or similar materials carried right down to the floor. It is 
essential that the floor he level, and the wall surface sound and true. 
COVING OF VINYL TILES: Dunlop Vinyl Tiles may be coved 
(as illustrated) over a pre-formed granolithic coving or cove bases 
may he formed in Dunlop Fleximer. 
OTHER QUALITY FLOORING PRODUCTS : Dunlop Vinyl 
Floor and Wall Tiles, Dunlop Rubber Sheet and Tiles, Stair Treads, 
and Nosings (Vinyl, Rubber, `Trico'). Inlaid Mats, Link Mats, 
Linoleums, Fleximer Underlays, Wax-Free Vinyl Tile Polish, Vinyl 
Tile Cleaning Powder. Plus, the extensive range of Amtico Flexible 
Vinyl Tiles. 

DF5785 

MELBOURNE: 96 Flinders Street, 63 0371. 
SYDNEY: 27-33 Wentworth Avenue, 2 0969. 
BRISBANE: Centenary Place, 31 0271. 
PERTH: 473 Murray Street, 21 5566. 
ADELAIDE: 131-133 Pirie Street, 8 1647. 
HOBART: 27 Argyle Street, 2 6581. 
LAUNCESTON: 18 Paterson Street, 2 2067. 

❑ ❑ CALL DUNLOP FLOORING SERVICE FOR IMMEDIATE SPECIFIC ADVICE OR SAMPLES. 

Q The 36th congress of the Australian and New Zealand 
Assocn for the Advancement of Science is to be held in 
Sydney, Aug 20-24, 1962. Arch'I programme (Section H) 
includes seven symposia on Modular Co-ordination, Metro-
politan Land Use, Metropolitan Passenger Transport, Physical 
Planning of Universities, Hospital Buildings, Industrial Build-
ings and Urban Renewal. Further information may be 
obtained from G. D. Ding, Secretary Section H, c/- Dept 
of Arch'I Science, University of Sydney. 
if Whenever a Town Plan is announced for a city there is 
an expected and predictable cry of anguish from those who 
fear loss of property value, loss of opportunities for profit-
able speculation, loss of competitive development and loss 
of economic advantage. The cry usually takes the form of 
expressed concern for loss of citizen's rights, which is of 
course, an altruistic and very proper motive indeed. Of 
such cries the Brisbane Town Plan has already had its share. 
Objections have also been raised by the Oland Retailers 
Assocn, the Real Estate Institutes, the B'bane Chamber of 
Commerce and the B'bane Development Assocn, and even 
the Oland Chapter of the RATA, whose criticisms of the 
plan seem to be based on two grievances (i) that the plan 
does not provide for or give any indication of the type and 
extent of legislative powers that will be required to 
implement the scheme and (ii) that the plan restricted itself 
to B'bane only and made no suggestions for regional 
development, the planning of satellite towns or of revitalising 
existing towns beyond B'bane. 

£300,000 Contract for the construction of SA School of 
Art at North Adelaide has been awarded to S. J. Weir 
Pty Ltd. 
Q The first Kenneth and Hazel Milne travelling scholarship 
in architecture has been awarded to Mr Arden Michael 
Griggs who obtained the degree of B.Arch with first class 
honours from the Uni of Adelaide. Value of the award is 
£600. 

In Melb, proposed amendments to the Melb Master Plan 
are on view at the Board of Works, Spencer S+, for a 
minimum statutory period of 3 months. The plan has been 
amended to allow 29 square miles of rural land to be 
rezoned fdr housing and industry. 
II A new £50,000 clubhouse for Sandringham Yacht Club, 
Melb, is under construction. Architects are club members 
Mr E Efferson Jones and Mr G H Morton. 

A £430,000 contract has been let to John Holland 
Constructional Co Pty Ltd for site excavation and pile 
sinking for Melb's new Cultural Centre. 
¶ The afternoon tea parties that status-conscious suburban 
housewives flock to, to receive a sales pitch and outdo each 
other in buying up supplies of polythene household ware, 
have apparently been as successful in Melbourne as they 
are in the US; for Tupper Ware of Australia Pty Ltd, a 
subsidiary of Rexall Chemical Co of USA, have recently 
purchased a 33 acre site in Lower Fern+ree Gully (Vic) and 
plan to build a £750,000 factory. Project is to be designed 
by the Conarg Architectural Group. 
Ì Final plans for the National Mutual Centre on the old 
Western Market site, Melb have been announced. There 
appear to be no essential changes to the original design for 
the building (C-S No 104, June I, 1961 ), but the plaza has 
been considerably improved — it is now less cluttered and 
more urban in feeling. Godfrey, Spowers, Hughes, Mewton 
& Lobb and Leith & Bartlett, National Mutual Centre 
Architects. 
)( Mr John F Yuncken, a son of the late Mr Rob Yuncken, 
a founder of the firm, has been admitted to partnership by 
Yuncken, Freeman Brothers, Griffiths & Simpson, Melbourne 
architects. The name of the firm will be changed for sim-
plicity to Yuncken, Freeman, Architects. 
(j A 3 storey warehouse & offices for the Wholesale Drug 
Co Ltd is under construction at St Peters (NSW), expected 
completion May, 1962. Cost £419,000. Edwards, Madigan 
& Torzillo, archts; James Wallace Pty Ltd, bldrs. 
11.  In Perth an 8 storey office block, London House, will be 
built on the north side of the Terrace opposite Shell House. 
Construction, rc frame & flat plate, cantilevred sun hoods. 
Cost: £224,000; Arch'ts: Oldham, Boas, Ednie-Brown & Ptnrs; 
Bldrs: Sloan Construction Pty Ltd. 
)( A new 15 suite hotel will be built at Moonah (Tas) with 
a cabaret for 200 people. Cost approx £70,000; Arch't: 
J F Jacobs. 
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